
VISUAL ART III/IV
Watson

SYSTEMS
REFLECTION

NAME:_____________________________________ PERIOD: ___________ DATE:________

OBJECTIVE: To complete a series of works based on a system, or set of rules and 
constraints / To present final works in a digital format (student webpage) / To reflect on 
the outcome of the series in writing (process blog) and in a video interview

1. Photo of Finished Work
Take the best quality photos of your work that you can and upload them to your website’s 
“Gallery” page. Organize and label them as follows:

Heading System #1: [Description of system]
Label Title, Medium, Date

2. Process Blog Post: Written Reflection
Create a Process Blog entry responding to the following prompts (include process photos): 

• What was the system behind the second series of works you produced? How did you interpret 

the system?

• How did you incorporate chance elements into your systems, and how did they affect your 

work? [Consider working with the constraints of another artist, the strategy cards, and the “5th 

Grade Painting Challenges” video] 

• Overall, what are your thoughts on working with systems? Consider some or all of the 

following questions: What unexpected results did the systems produce?  What ideas emerge 

from your series? What do you think your work is about? What do the two series have in 

common?

3. Video Interview
Interview a classmate about their series. Keep it short (less than 5 minutes) 

• Setting  : Set up tripod and camera. Place work on display around/behind artist.

• Interviewer  : Write your own questions, or ask a version of the questions above (but 
make it your own, don’t simply read verbatim)

• Interviewee  : Respond in a natural, conversational way – don’t read your blog post
Video interviews will be placed on teacher’s Vimeo account and linked to your webpage

RUBRIC: 4 
(10 points)

- Successfully completed all steps of the process
- Process blog post includes text and multiple images
- Blog post and interview feature detailed and insightful reflection

3
(9 points)

- Completed most steps of the process, some minor issues
- Process blog post includes text and one image
- Blog post and interview feature basic reflection

2
(8 points)

- Did not complete all steps of the process, or major issues throughout
- Process blog post is incomplete: No images, or no text
- Blog post and interview are superficial or off-topic

1
(7 points)

- Attempted, but did not complete any of the above tasks

(0 points) - Made no attempt to complete any of above tasks


